Md. Jashim Uddin, President, FBCCI
Md. Jashim Uddin is, a business graduate, leading business
personality, an industrialist and a philanthropist with a vision to
develop the livelihood of the people of Bangladesh by providing income
generating opportunities through making them skilled manpower to
reduce poverty, adding value to the economy and protecting the
environment. His focus is developing green and environmentally friendly
business practices and support sick industries through leadership and
govt. involvement.
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EXPERTISE & BUSINESS
INTEREST
 Policy Advocacy
 International Business
Negotiations
 Attract Foreign Investment
 Promote Businesses
internationally
 Make general people to
skilled manpower
 Poverty reduction
 Social & Economic
Development
TRADE FACILITATION
Visited many courtiers
including Far East, South
Asian, Middle East, Europe,
USA & North America to
promote Bangladesh’s trade
potentiality and investment
opportunity.
OTHER MEMBERSHIPS
Dhaka club, Gulshan club ,
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CONTACT
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juddin@bengal.com.bd.

Md. Jasim Uddin, newly elected President of the Federation of Bangladesh
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI) the apex trade body of
Bangladesh representing eighty seven chambers and four hundred & nine
associations.Prior to joining as the president of FBCCI, he was the
President of Bangladesh Plastic Goods Manufacturers and Exporters
Association. Earlier, he served as an elected First Vice President of FBCCI
for the term 2010-2012 & as Director for the term 2008-2010.

Chairman
Mr. Uddin is leading from the front as the Chairman of Bengal Commercial
Bank Ltd, Desh General Insurance Ltd, and Bangladesh Plastic
Engineering & Technology (BPET). He is also the Founder Chairman of
Bangladesh Plastic & Rubber Foundation. And, life Member of Noakhali
Samity, Bangladesh.

Vice-Chairman
Md. Jasimis playing the key strategic role of Bengal Group of Industries,
as Vice Chairman, one of the prime conglomerates in the country that
employs over 25000 people of Bangladesh. The Group is made up of a
number of different industries which operates in diversified fields like
plastic processing, chemicals, food processing, cement, infrastructure
development, readymade garments, insurance, financial sector, five star
hotel, and trading. It has also the strong leadership position in the plastic
industry of the country being the largest manufacturer and exporter of
plastic extruded & injection molded products. The group is significantly &
continuously contributing the economy in the form of foreign currency
earner, producing import substitute items and generating employment
opportunities on a regular basis. Apparently, he is holding the position of
Vice Chairman of RTV, Bangladesh.

Social Work
Mr. Uddin's remarkable social contributions include foundation of Jashim
Uddin kinder garden & Morshed Alam, high school at Nateswar,
Sonaimury, Noakhali. He constructed Madrashas & Masjids in Nateswar,
Sonaimury, Noakhali and in other places too. He is a social activist with in
his native area under Sonaimury, Noakhali and working relentlessly for the
improvement of living standards of the people and eradication of the
poverty in the neighborhood.

Awards
In his journey of business arena, he achieved the prestigious CIP award in
1999, 2009-10, 2010-18 from the Government of Bangladesh for extra
ordinary contribution to Bangladesh economy. He is the recipient of Prime
Minister’s National Export Trophy- Silver, during the FY 1997-98, 200910 andExport Trophy- Goldduring the FY 2000-2001, 2006-2007 & 20182019. He is also the recipient of “Best Enterprise Award 2007” of
Bangladesh.

